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ABSTRACT: Symbolic formula manipulation has proven to be an efficient tool in the 
dynamical analysis of multibody systems. A multibody system data base is introduced and 
its implementation using a CAD· 3D-software is shown. Starting from the data base the 
equations of motion are generated by a coordinate partitioning approach combined with the 
projection criterion. For the symbolical-numerical solution inverse kinematics algorithms 
are applied. The simulation results are visualized by computer animation. A four-bar 
mechanism and a. Clank-slider mechanism serve ali examples. Two approaches for the dy-
namical analysis of "flexible multibody systems are presented. Further, the optimization of 
multi body systems is treated using an actively controlled vehicle suspension as an example. 

1. Introduction 

An integrated approach for modeling, generation of symbolical equations of motion, 
simulation and visualization of multibody systems is described. A general object· 
oriented data model for all multi body formalisms is presented. With respect to exi
sting CAD· interfaces, different solid model design methods and various visualization 
demands, the data model allows multibody modeling with a direct interface to a data 
base. Some software tools like an integrated Newton·Euler formalism are able to use 
immediately the parametrized multibody system data base. For multi body systems 
with closed kinematic loops a set of ordinary differential equations is formulated au
tomatically which can be solved with explicit multistep integration algorithms. This 
is achieved by different minimal sets of generalized coordinates being specified by a 
coordinate partitioning approach during the numerical integration. The basic steps 
and the extreme flexibility of this automated mechanical design and simulation pro· 
cess is demonstrated for mechanisms. 

Machines, mechanisms, road vehicles and spacecrafts can be modeled properly as 
multi body systems for the design and the dynamical analysis. The complexity of 
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the dynamical equations called for the development of computer-aided formalisms 
a quarter of a center ago. The theoretical background is today available from a 
number of textbooks authored e.g. by Roberson and Schwertassek [1], Nikravesh 
[2], Haug [3] and Shabana [4]. The state-of-the-art is also presented at a series of 
lUTAM/IAVSD symposia, documented in the corresponding proceedings, see, e.g. 
Kortum and Schiehlen [5]. Bianchi and Schiehlen [6], Kortum and Sharp [7]. 

In addition, a number of commercially distributed computer codes was developed, a 
summary of which is given in the Multihody System Handbook [8] . The computer 
codes available shows different capabilities: some of them generate only the equa-
tions of motion in numerical or symbolical form , respectively, some of them provide 
nwnerical integration and simula.tioD, too. Moreover 1 there are also extensive software 
systems on the market which offer additionally graphical data input, animation of 
body motions and automated signal data analysis. 

2_ Multibody systems data model 

Modeling of a mechanical system by the method of multi body systems is characteri
zed by a composition of rigid bodies, joints, springs, dampers, and servomotors, see 
Figure 1. Force elements like springs, dampers, and servomotors acting in discrete 
nodal points result in applied forces and torques on the rigid bodies. Joints with 
different properties connecting the various bodies constrain their motioo, they are 
often identified as constraint elements. 

inertial frame 
rigid body 

o center of gravity 

• 

Figure 1: Multibody System 
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For the generation of the equations of motion computer programs may be used. Well 
known multibody system computer codes producing exclusively numerical data are 
ADAMS, Orlandea [9]. and DADS, Haug [10J. To the contrary, computer programs 
like SO-FAST, Rosenthal and Sherman [llJ and NEWEUL, Kreuzer [12J provide the 
explicit symbolical expressions for the system equations. 

Nowadays CAD-systems are widely embedded in the industrial design and construc
tion proces., while a general application of three-dimensional CAD-systems is still 
rare. They support an analytically and topologically complete modeling, a collision 
detection, and the calculation of surface and volume properties closely related to the 
geometric representation of solid models. 

Some couplings of solid modelers with multi body simulation software are realized 
for the numerical computer code ADAMS, e.g. for the CAD-system ARIES [13J . A 
CAD-3D-system independent approach is included in the program package RASN A 
and is described by Hollar and Rosenthal [14J. 

A system dynamics analysis requires as basic parameters mass, center of gravity, and 
moments of inertia of each body related to the geometry model and modeling method 
of the CAD-system used. A modular software concept demands an exchange of com
plete or single object data between the CAD-system and the multIbody formalism. 
Therefore, a general interface to multi body computer codes is demanded to serve as 
a compatible and comfortable CAD-post processor, taking the different algorithms 
and implementations of multi body computer codes into account. The commercially 
available multi body modeling software tools within CAD-systems are mostly dedi
cated to a particular multibody dynamics computer code. Often, no options are 
supplied for a parametric multibody system description or the modeling is restricted 
to either robot, mechanism or vehicle dynamics. This variety of systems, each with 
different model data and the growing problems in the exchange of data, requires the 
development and production of cheaper and more reliable software products. 

Consequently this leads to a database concept for the CAD-3D-modeling of multibody 
systems, see Figure 2: 

• Collect the necessary data describing uniquely a multi body model for the dif
ferent multi body programs. 

• Examine the different geometry models of CAD-systems for solids and extract 
the relevant data for multi body systems. 

• Define a geometry model for the representation of multibody elements. 

• Design data types and operations and construct a software interface for a code· 
independent modeling of multibody systems. 
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Figure 2: Modules within the database concept 

A dynamic simulation environment for multi body systems represents in practice a 
large, sophisticated software system. Therefore, an important step is the definition 
of an abstract data model on a conceptual level. A first effort to develop a generalized 
data model for multi body systems including symbolical parameters and a postpro
cessing of CAD·data is described by Otter, Hocke, Daberkow, and Leister [15] . Each 
of the bodies is described by body-fixed reference frames . Further body·fixed frames, 
related joints and force elements are described. Additional symbolica.l parameters 
are defined for the position and orientation of the frames with respect to each other 
as well as the mass properties of the bodies. Consequently, for symbolical as well as 
numerical formalisms a generalized data base relies upon the basic modeling elements 
frame, body, joint, and force and is further adapted and extended with respect to the 
geometry models in CAD·3D and graphics systems. 

A property of a solid in a CAD· 3D system can be derived from a face normal spe· 
cifying the inner and outer parts of an object, while the coincidence of the vertices of 
adjoining faces is not guaranteed. The geometric modeling by parametrized shapes 
i. appropriate for geometric objects, whose shape is uniquely defined by a restriced 
number of parameters. Examples of parametrized shapes with an equivalent wire 
representation are shown in Figure 3. 

For the global properties volume, surface area, moment of inertia, and center of 
gravity of solid models, integrals have to be evaluated like 

see e.g. Mortenson [16], where tV = tV(x,y , z) denotes a scalar property function . 
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Figure 3: Parametrized wire representations of multi body elements 
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While Constructive Solid Geometry suggests the calculation of mass properties by 
the following recursively applied formulas 

f IV dV _ 
JSolidlUSolidl 

f IV dV + f IV dV _ f IV dV, 
lSotitll }Solid2 }SolidlnSolid2 

f IV dV _ 
J SolidI_Solid, 

f IV dV _ f IV dV, (2) 
lsolidl JSolidlnSolid2 

boundary representations allow the evaluation via surface integrals. 

The examination of different geometry models yield the following results: 

• Mass property calculation modules for multibody systems do not depend on the 
model geometry (CSG or B-Rep). These results can be related directly with 
the input entities needed for the rigid bodies. 

• A planar face model derived from tbe geometric entities of tbe solid body yield 
the graphic data for the description of the body's shape necessary for visuali
za.tion. 

• The parametrized shapes are well suited to serve as a geometry model for mult
ibody modeling elements like frame, joint, and force. 

The object-oriented data model conceptually developed by Otter et al. [151 results 
in classes defined for the elements part, frame, body, interact, joint, force, global, and 
param and additional operations valid for these classes. 

An object of class body, e.g. Figure 4, comprises alle time-invariant data of a rigid 
body. It is obvious that the components inertia matrix and mass of an object of class 
body are supplied by their numerical values, too. A location of the center of gravity 
different from the body-fixed reference frame is taken into consideration by reference 
to an equivalent object of class frame . 
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I Technical syslem I EUltibodY modc~ LI __ '_I_ .... _dc_SC_"...:· p_tio_n __ -'IIL __ ins_ .. _n_ce_o_r_c1_ .... __ -' 

object: bodyt 

class: body name component 

name type description 
MI 

mass dparam mass of body 
mass 

0.41 8 

mi, .... , narDe c.o ., frame "",an" 
.. 

inertia dpanm(6) incnia tensor 111;22,133; 12.113,123 

iframc name tensor frame 
inertia 

113.0,1296.49,1380.67 

iframe .. 
Figure 4: Object of class body witb its data model 

Coupling elements of a multibody system are collected in class int.,..,ct. Interactions 
are valid between two objects of class frame on different objects of class part. 

Due to object-oriented software techniques, the definition of abstract data types in 
classes furthermore demands a description of the operations valid on the objects. 
These operations are designed for a practical, interactive multibody modeling pro-
cess, e.g. in a CAD-3D-system. For all classes the basic operations 'create" 'delete" 
'modify\ and 'list' are defined, more complex operations take the relationships bet-
ween objects of a multibody system into account. 

Further classes are required for the graphical representation , like the actual frame axis 
length, its color or visibility, which depend on the actual multi body size and modeling 
state. An equivalent geometry data model for multi body elements well suitable for 
machine, robot and vehicle dynamics requires a unique spatial representation of the 
multibody elements, their function and physical quantity, see Daberkow [17J. From 
Figure 3 it is obvious that spatial parametrized shapes satisfy a graphic representation 
for objects of class fram e, joint, and force. The definition of the geometry 3D classes 
g9fram., g9joint and g9forc. and operations for the geometry data model is equivalent 
to the multi body data model and includes classes comprising color, projection and 
viewpoint data. 

3_ Implementation and CAD-3D-realization 

The implementation of the object-oriented data model in the data base system 
RSYST [18J allows storage and modification of mul ti body system objects . To realize 
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fast access and interactive graphic visualization, the irnplernentation of the object
oriented classes and operations within the CAD-3D-systern is performed by rneans 
of data types and routines, which result in a system-independent modeling kernel 
library for multibody systems, see Daberkow (17). This high level library DAMOS-C 
(DAta MOdel Standard implemented in C) supplies interfaces for modeling, input, 
and output as well as for the graphic representation. This open interface allows the 
integration in the commercially available CAD-3D- system SIGRAPH [19) and a new 
developed graphics-system. 

The integration scheme in Figure 5 shows the interfaces to the CAD-3D software mo
duls of SIGRAPH. An extension of the CAD command language supplies additional 
commands which are necessary for the execution of multibody modeling operations. 
The CAD-3D-system menu is completed by special multibody system icons . To assure 
the graphic display of the modeling elements, the parametrized shapes are modeled 
via the 3D-wireframe entities of the CAD-graphic subsystem. A multi body command 
language of RSYST serves as a multi body system neutral file to store the multibody 
objects, see Otter et al. [20) 

20 drawing &. flIling User dialogue, Object orieated 

[1m ~ ~D!3D transformation ~ g.raphic -system & .. multibody madding 
CAD-3D pphkcnlil. modeling communic. ternel DAMOS-C 

C=-/"::l E ~ 
User input, menu &. Solid modeling. DAMOS- C 

101 IO[ ~ pitking evaluation ~ volume calculation ~ input &. output of 

CAD-3D-¥tcm command evaluation &. transformations oeutral mbs fde 

CAD-3D RSYST multibody 

model file conunandlanguage 

Figure 5: Integration of the multi body modeling kernel 

The solid model design of a crank slider mechanism is performed by volume oriented 
techniques in PARASOLID from a disassembled model , Figure 6. All bodies of the 
crank-slider mechanism of a single four stroke engine are shown in Figure 6. Each 
body is supplied with adequate density attributes. 

The first multibody modeling step is the initialization. Here, an appropriate solid 
is chosen as the inertial body of the multi body system, see Figure 6. In the next 
step arbitrary solids are interactively chosen to have the properties of a multi body 
part. Each object of class body retrieves its mass and inertia components from the 
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mass property calculation modul of PARASOLID. To visualize the multibody part 
property, the equivalent solids are supplied by reference frames, located in the center 
of gravity. 

By default, the orientation of furtber created joint and force definition frames is 
parallel to tbe specified reference frame. Tbe position of tbese frames is defined 
by the CAD·3D·picking commands performed by tbe user. Figure 6 shows these 
modeling steps and the graphic representation of the objects. Joint definition frames 
are located along the unit normals of those faces, which form bearing surfaces or 
bearing bores of a solid. 

object of class torre geneml 

object of classjoint 

Figure 6: Disassembled and assembled mechanism with joint and force objects 

A planar system modeled for spatial analysis demands a proper constraint selection. 
Redundant constraints remain if a mechanism is supplied with joints of class rtvo/ute 
and translational, making the determination of reaction forces impossible. Conse· 
quently, for an analysis modified joints have to be chosen. Objects of class revolute 
are visualized by the parametrized sbapes and the wireframe entities. The conoee· 
tion between the objects of class part by the object of class interact is visualized by 
a 3D· line entity between the interacted frames. 

The multi body modeling kernel library implemented in the CAD·3D·system supports 
an assembling of arbitrary pairs of class part. Figure 6 shows the assembling of 
individual solids over the equivalent objects of class joint . By modifying the rangle 
component of arbitrary objects of class joint, an initial multibody configuration is 
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adjusted interactively, providing therefore an initial estimate for closed loop systems. 
Finally, an object of class force general is added to the piston part. 

4. Generation of equations of motion starting from the database 

The generation of equations of motion and the emhedding of these equations to simu
lation software is especially in case of large multibody models very time consuming 
and prone of errors. Starting from the description of the multi body system stored 
on the database, the modul NEWEUL, Kreuzer and Leister [21J, geaerates symbolic 
equations of motions and all information necessary for the automatic simulation . The 
modul NEWSIM, Leister [22J , uses in the next step the compiled symbolical equati· 
ons of motion for the simulation. Using the object-oriented datamodel the modules 
NEWEUL and NEWSIM are tools of a modular software package of the multi body 
system approach, see Figure 7. 

In a first step the information stored in the database has to be extracted. In a m<>
dular concept the generation of equations of motion and the simulation have to be 
separated. The datamodel includes all the information neccessary for the generation 
of the equations of motion and, an adapted version of NEWEUL can be used as m<>
dule in the database concept. Based upon a Newton-Euler form";ism the symbolical 
equations of motion are generated using d'Alembert's or Jourdain's principle to eli-
minate the reactions forces and torques, see Ref. [23J . By means of a special, for the 
multi body system approach developed formulamanipulator, it is possible to generate 
the equations of motion with minimal costs of computation time, see KreUzer [12J. 
The symbolical equations of motion can be used on the one hand in the simulation 
environment NEWSIM and on the other hand in any general purpose simulation 
eavironment, e.g. ACSL [24J or DSSIM [25J. 

At first, from the objects interact and joint the topology of the multi body system is 
computed. Additionally from the object joint the generalized coordinates are deter
mined. The kinematical description of multi body systems is done by the definition 
of frames relatively to any arbitrary frame. These frames define rigid bodies, joints, 
auxiliary frames, and reference frames, too. Additionally the mass-geometric proper-
ties and the applied forces and moments are neccessary. These data can be found in 
the objects interact and force, see Figure 7. 

The modul NEWSIM serves for tbe numerical simulation of the generated symbolic 
equations of motion . It is easy to study the influence of parameters or to opti-
mize the dynamical behaviour with respect to some specified criteria. NE\VSIM has 
the possibility to treat addit ional differential or differential-algebraic equations. For 
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integration in the time·domain different integration schemes are e.g. Runge-Kutta 
methods, Adams-methods, BDF-methods. For multibody systems including closed 
loops a modified Adams-Bashforth-Moulton method is implemented, see Leister [26J . 
All neccesary routines for the automatic simulation software are generated by NE-
WEUL, Figure 8. After the compilation and binding step the problem-specific pH>
gramm takes all parameters and options from the datafile. This program reads all 
options, initial conditions, fixed system parameters like masses, moments of inertia, 
geometric data, stiffness constants, and further data from the input file and solves 
the equations of motion of the problem. 

Data Model 

---------------.- ----------, 
Programmpackage I NEWEUL 

Symbolical Problemspecific NEWSIM 
Equations of Motion NEWSIM Program Datafile 

~ 
NEWSIM 

~ 
Compilation 

Library and Binding 

Problemspecific 
Simulation Program 

L ______________ ~~-----------------

Simulation Results 

Figure 8: Simulation of the dynamic behaviour with NEWEUL and NEWS 1M 

5. Formalism for multibody systems using coordinate partitioning 

Modeling dynamical systems by the method of multi body systems results in either 
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) using minimal coordinates or coupled diffe-
rential and algebraic equations using cartesian and redundant coordinates (DAEs) . 
Often ODEs are integrated numerically by explicit multistep integration algorithms 
whereas DAEs have to be integrated by implicit or halfimplicit methods. Numerical 
experiments have shown, Leister [26J , that the integration algorithms for ODEs seems 
to be more efficient than algorithms for DAEs. Thus , it is advantageous to describe 
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multi body systems by a minimal number of pure differential equations, the so-called 
state space form. 

Consider a mechanical system modelled by. generalized coordinates :t = [",,, ... , ""JT 

and subject to q holonomic constraints represented by at least twice differentiable 
functions ~(:t, tl = [1I!,(:t, tl, ... ,1I!.(:t, tlJT

. The governing equations of constrained 
motion of the system can be written in the following DAE form, see e.g. Ref. [23J 

M(z, t) z h(z,:t, t) + Q(:t, t) 9 , 
~(z,t) _ 0 , 

(3) 
(4) 

where M is the e X e symmetric positive-definite mass matrixi h represents the 
components of applied forces on the system and the gyroscopic terms; QT = C = 
a~/a", is the q x e constraint matrix; and 9 = p,,, ... , >..JT conserves Lagrange 
multipliers or generalized constraint forces, respectively. The constraint equations 
(2) can be differentiated to: 

~ - C(:t , t) 0, + a(z, t) = 0, 

~ - C(:t,t):ii+b(z,z,t) =0, 

where a = a~/at, and b = Co, + <i. 

(5) 

(6) 

The coordinate partitioning method makes use of the fact that only f = e - q 
from the e initial coordinates :t are independent, denoted \I = [y""., y,f; the 
others are refered to as the dependent coordinates in the meaning of this method, 
:tD = ["'D" ... , "'D.JT. Thus, according to the symbolic partition, 

(7) 

the constraint equations (5) can be rewritten as 

CI(:t , t) if + CD(:t, t) ZD + a (:t, t) = O. (8) 

For clarity in the mathematical formulation , this symbolic notation, partitioned re-
lative to independent and dependent coordinates, will be used through the whole 
paper. In numerical algorithms, however, it is usually more convenient to complete 
this task by assigning appropriate addresses to the entries of matrices and vectors 
being partitioned . 

ff constraints (4) are independent, rank(C) = q, there exist at least one set of ZD 
such that the corresponding square submatrix CD is nonsjngular, det(CD) # O. 
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This enables one to express :CD as linear combinations of ii, and then ZD as linear 
combination of y, i.e.: 

"'D - -CI/(C,if + a) = A("" t) if + '1("" t), 
ZD A("" t)ji + (iJ, "', t). 

(9) 

(10) 

Using (9) and (10), the following interdependences between the initial and indepen
dent velocities and aecelerations can be introduced: 

'" - [:D 1 = [ I~' 1 iJ + [ ~ 1 = Dr if + [ ~ 1 (11) 

'" - Drji + [ ~ 1 ' (12) 

where IU' denotes the I x I identity matrix; and 0 is the I-dimensional null vector. 

The I x • matrix D( "', t) is a priori of maximal rank, and is an orthogonal comple
ment matrix to the constraint matrix C in the e-space of the system's configuration, 
i.e. DCr = o. Thus, the columns of Dr are (contravariant) components of vectors 
dj{j = 1, ... , f) which span the tangent subspace in the .-space. On the other hand, 
the columns of C T are (covariant) components of constraint vectors £i (i = 1, ... ,q) 
which span the orthogonal (or constrained) subspace. The tangent and orthogo
nal subspaces complement each other in the e-space, and DCr = 0 expresses the 
orthogonality conditions d j . ~ = 0 (j = 1(1)/; i = l(l)q). Since of linear indepen-

dence, ~, .. . ,~,dl, ... ,dl span a new base ecd = [e; ea]T in the e-space, where 

e, = [&., ... ,l:q( and eJ = [4., ... ,d,( are the base vectors of orthogonal and 
tangent subspaces, respectively. The transformation formula between the (covariant) 
bases eal and e~ is 

(13) 

where e:.: = [~, ... ,~]T are the base vectors spanning the directions of z. The 
appearance of M-1 in the upper part of T af comes evident after a little inspection. 
Since C T contains covariant components of the base vectors of the orthogonal sub-
space, the transformation between the covariant base vectors ec: and e% requires the 
CM- 1 formula. On the other hand, DT contains contravariant components, and the 
transformation between e, and e, is defined by matrix D. For details refer to Blajer 
[27). 

Using the above definitions, the dynamic equations (3) can be projected into the 
base ecd, which is equivalent to the left-sided premultiplication of these equations by 
T oJ. The tangential projection (into eJ base), after considering (11) and (12), leads 
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to the minimal set of constraint reaction-free (or canonical) dynamic equations in 
independent coordinates 

where 

Md - DMDT , 

hd - D (h - M lOT en 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

As M is the metric tensor matrix of base e rl the metric tensor matrix of base ecd 
can be written as 

(17) 

where M, = C M -I C T and M d = DM DT are the metric tensor matrices of bases 
ec and ed, respectively; and 0 is the q X I null matrix. The above relation, which 
will be of use in the following, indicates that the orthogonal and tangent subspAces 
really complement each other in the .-space. 

By appending iJ = " to (14), 2/ first-order differeiltial equations in v and 1/ follow. 
However, since M d and hd depend on all initial coordinates"" the constraint equation 
(4) have to be solved at each step of integration for "'D as function of the current values 
of 1/, and this process is usually computationally very expensive. To overcome this 
problem related to the method described, the projection criterion will be presented for 
a proper choice of the independent coordinates and a symbolical inverse kinematics 
approach will be proposed. 

6. Projective criterion for coordinate partitioning 

The projective criterion for coordinate partitioning proposed in this paper deals with 
a system's configuration space which is Dot a Cartesian one but an e-dimensional rue-
mannian space. The norm of a vector in such a space has thus to be redefined accor· 
ding to the vector space algebra. The aspects of contravariant/covariant vector repre
sentations are of importance for this definition and for the further base transformati-
ons in the <-space, see e.g. Blajer [27). The transformation matrix T,d defined in (13) 
is the mapping of the covariant representations ki of vectors Ii. = k';T e; (i = l(l)e) , 

k; = [O, ... ,O,I,O, ... ,O)T, (18) 
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into e~ base, i.e. 

1:"(0/, - T 1:" - [ CM-
1 ]1:" ,-al,- D " (19) 

The vector /,;; defined this way can be interpreted as a unit vector along Xi direction, 
;, . /,;; = :i;TI:, = :ti, and this elucidate its (covariant) representation in (18). Then, 
it comes from (19) that the i-th column of CM-1 is the (covariant) representation 
of /,;; in e; base, whereas the i-th column of D is the (covariant) representation of /,;; 
in e:i base. Denoting these representations by k;(e) and k;(d) I respectively, it can be 
written that: 

(20) 

i.e. k;(e) and /c.;(cl) are the i-th columns of CM-1 and D, respectively. 

Using generalized scalar products, 1/';;1', 1!i"I' and 1!id)I' can be written as follows: 

1/,;;1' - I:~T M-ll:~ - M-1C .) I , - 1.,1. 1 

l!i" I' - (I:~("/ M-ll:~(" , C. I (21) 

l!id'I' (1::(d,)T M-ll:~(d' 
• 4 I I 

where M-'(i, i) is the iith entry of M-1 ; and M, and Md are defined in (15) . 
Basing on (21) , the following generalized formulation of the projective criterion for 
coordinate partitioning can be introduced: 

(22a) 

(22b) 

The bigger cos' a, ( the smaller cos' /3,) the closer is !. to the tangent hyperplane 
and the better Xi as an independent coordinate. 

In fact two formulae for the reported criterion have been introduced, (22a) and (22b). 
Respectively, they express the squared cosines (generalized to the e-spaces) of angels 
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between the vector 1;.; and its projections &jJ) and 5!') into the tangent and orthogonal 
sub'paces. The matrix M J used in (22a) is actually the mass matrix of the minimal· 
dimension dynamic equations (14), and thus i, available (more or less explicitly) 
in its inverted form at each instant of the system motion simulation. The matrix 
M, = CM-ICT used in (22b) has to be formulated and inverted individually. 
Therefore, the formulation (22a) is recommendable for the reported formulation. 

For the current set 1/, the reported criterion can be applied occasionally to check 
or redefine the choice for 11 as related those components of z whose corresponding 
cos' 0; (i = 1, .. . ,e) have the biggest values. 

7. Application of inverse kinematics algorithms 

The essential shortcoming of the coordinate partitioning method is the necessity of 
inverting CD in order to determine A = -Ci/C" f/ = Ci/a, and { = Ci/b, 
required for the formulation of equations (12) or (17). During the simulation process 
CD has to be inverted at each step of integration, and this may bring some inefficiency 
in computations. 

In this section advantages are emphasized that may arise in the coordinate partitio
ning approach to the dynamic analysis of constrained mechanical systems by adapting 
special algorithms of inverse kinematics developed in the field of robotics, and of re
markable importance is a technique developed by Woerole (30J. According to this 
technique, the kinematic chains are parted into two open chains so that to select 
relations with a reduced number of unknowns. Then, setting some coordinates to be 
frozen (independent), the recursive relations for the other (dependent) coordinates 
as function of the frozen ones are found without introducing the constraint equati· 
ons in the form (4), see also Eppinger and Kreuzer (31J, and Blajer, Schiehlen and 
Schirm (32J, and Schiehlen and Blajer (33J. These recursive relations are denoted 
symbolically as 

"'D = "'D (1/, I), (23) 

and are recognized also as closing conditions, Ref. (34J. In fact, (23) are often quite 
complex, and the amount of labour required for their derivation depends greatly on 
the skill of the investigator in using the inverse kinematics procedures. Nevertheless, 
this initial work pays in the further analysis. The (recursive) relations for (9) and 
(10) are usually not so laborious to be obtained analytically. They can also be derived 
by using computer symbolical formalisms like NEWEUL (8]. (21] . 
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Tbe application of inverse kinematics algorithms benefits in analytical (tbough recur
sive) formulae for ZD. A. "and~. Tbis accelerates usually the numerical formulation 
of the tangent dynamic equations (14). and tbe final governing equations of motion 
can be written in tbe following simplified 2f-order form: 

1/=" 

(24a) 

(246) 

where if d and hd correspond to M d and hd defined in (15) and (16) after substituting 
Z = [liT zj;(II. tJV and iI = [tiT (A(II. t)" + "(II. tlfJT. where ZD(II. t). A(1/. t). 
"(II. t) and ~(".II. t) represent the recursive formulae from tbe inverse kinematics. 
Note tbat the closing conditions (23) replace tbe constraint equations (4). i.e. it can 
be written 

4;(z. t) = -ZD(II. t) + ZD = 0 . (25) 

Tbus. tbe solution of (24) is released from the problem of constraint violation. Note 
also that. as all the entries of :i: and Z are determined at each step of integration of 
(24). an eventual transition from one set of iI to another will not yield any inconsi
stency in the initial value problem of accordingly reformulated governing equations. 
Obviously. an appropriate number of recursive formulae (23). (9) and (10) for different 
possible (or all) sets of 1/ from Z has to be prepared in advance. 

Consider the planar four-bar linkage shown in Fig.9. In order to build an open
loop system. each of the joints 0; (i = 1(1)4) can be cut. The coordinates Z of 

y 

• 

°1 

• • 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

~----------------------~~ x 

Figure 9: Four-bar mechanism 
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the unco ... t .... incd system can also be defined differently. In the example case. the 
mechanism was cut in joint 0" and the relative coordinates z = (Ob Q" Q31T have 
been chosen to represent a planar manipulator with the end-effector fixed in point 
0,. The dynamic equations o£the system. corresponding to (14). will not be reported 
here. 

The constraints of the system can be expressed either implicitly by constraint equa
tions (4) or explicitly by closing conditions (23). which yields respective formulations 
of matrix D defining the tangent subspace. In the following an application of in
verse kinematics algorithms leading to recursive relations for the closing conditions 
will be demonstrated. The subsequent derivation for the simple example bases on 
the approach given by Woernle {30J. According to the approach. the mechanism is 
separated, by cutting in joints 0, and 0. , into the lower and upper segments, and 
the closure condition is 

(26) 

where i,owef' := DID" - 0 10" i vpper := 0 30, - 0 30 ... Due to the used segmentatioD, 
(26) depends on 0, and 03 (does not depend on a'). and only one of these coordinates 
can be chosen for an independent one in the subsequent derivation (the choice 11 = (o,J 
would require a different segmentation). Here. the relations (23) . (11) and (12) are 
reported only for 11 = {o,J. 

Solving (26). one obtaines 

_ (I~ + 11-1~ -I~ - 210 l,sino,) 
03 - ± arccos 21,1, 

The complementary relation for a, is obtained then as suggested in (30J from 

SID 02 = 
10/, cos 0, + 10/3 cos(o, + 03) + 1,/3 sin 03 

lil + 11- 210/, sin 0, 

101, sin 0, + 10/3sin(o, + (3) -/,l,cos03 -1,1, 
cos 02 = I'" a + I, - 210/, SID 0, 

(27) 

(28) 

The relations (27) and (28) express recursively 03(0,) and 0,(0,) as defined in (23) . 
Differentiation of these closing conditions leads to: 

101, cos 0, . 
03=-11 ' Q11 

23 SID 03 

(29) 



and therefore, the matrix D defined in (II) can be stated as 

101, cos a' + 101, cost a, + 0,) 
1213 sin 03 

101, cos o'l 
1213 sin 03 
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(30) 

After differentiating (29) the vector e introduced in (12) can be formed as shown by 
Blajer, Scbiehlen and Scbirm [32J. 

Now the problem of the best independent coordinate cboice is discussed. For particular 
linkage data, the results obtained by using the projective criterion are shown in 
Fig.IO. The linkage geometry was set to assure that the choice II = [0,] never 
leads to a singularity, enabling one to plot the results throughout the whole range 
a' E < 0,2,. >. As seen, both a' and 0, are acceptable cboices for II in any linkage 
configuration, none of them, however, can be assigned to be the best independent 
coordinate over the hole range of 0 •. It is evident, also 1 tha.t the choice 11 = [031 is 
the worst as leading to singularities at a, = ,./2 and a, = 3,./2, and due to relatively 
small values of tangent projections. 

The numerical simulatioD can now be carried out in the best independent coordinate 
according to the projective criterion, i.e. changes between the coordinates o. and 
0, are necessary to ensure the integration with the best coordinate. This cbange 
can be done without a loss in integration order and stepsize by using a modified 
Adams-Bashforth integration code. 

Projective criterion 
1.0 F4F~:::::=~:;;:=====:::-, 

0.5 

o 
o ,,/2 

Figure 10: Projective criterion (four-bar mechanism) 
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8. Visualization of simulation results 

A convenient verification a dynamic visualization of a multi body syst.em simulation is 
obtained by a 3D computer graphics animation. Animation methods differ according 
to the geometry model, rendering algorithms and possible user interaction. The most 
sophisticated animation method is achieved by rendering algorithms like ray tracing 

and radiosity. These rendering techniques result in realjstic images, but suffer from 
time-consuming computations. During image display, no interactive modification of 
the view projection is possible. A ray traced image of the crank-slider mechanism is 
shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 11: Ray tracing of crank slider mechanism 

Most CAD-3D-systems offer modules for the generation of images with hidden line 

and hidden surfaces removal and shaded surfaces . Often , tbe solid model and ren

dering algorithms yield sophisticated 2D drawings for documentation purposes, but 
allow a dynamic visualization only in a wireframe mode. 

Consequently the unified approach to display a broad variety of simulation resul t 
for different initial conditions, visualization systems and applications is based on the 
planar face model. The visualization module VISANI for the interactive, high speed 
animat.ion of arbitrary multi body systems is described by Daberkow {17]. As a result 
of the simulation, a time plot of the crankshaft bearing force of the mechanism under 



an applied piston gas force and an animated sequence is shown in Figure 12. 

Force in Newton 
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Figure 12: Time plot and animated sequences of the crank slider mechanism 

9. Flexible multi body systems 
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A free rigid body i has ej. = 6 degrees of freedom which is also true for the reference 
frame of an elastic body in its undeformed configuration. The deformation of a 
flexible body depends on a displacement field u = u(c, t) characterizing the position 
of a material particle identified by the vector c in the undeformed configuration. 
Assuming a discretization of the elastic body, the displacement field is expressed as 
a linear combination of selected deformation modes 

u(e, t) = 4>(e)q(t) (31 ) 

where the vector q(t ) = [q" ... , q,., IT represents the e,! flexible coordinates of the 
body i and 4>( e ) means the corresponding shape function vector of the deformation 
modes. The flexible coordinates enlarge the number of degrees of freedom of body 
i to ei = e1.ll + eil ' The same is true for the total multibody system with p bodies, 
i = 1(I )p. On the other hand, the q holonomic constraints reduce the number of 
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degrees of freedom. As result, one obtains for the Bexible system's degrees of freedom 
f = e, - q + <,. Then, the global f x 1 position vector of generalized coordinates can 
be partitioned as 

(32) 

where the (e, - q) x 1 vector \I denotes the rigid body motion and the <, x 1 vector q 
describes the elastic coordinates of the system. Further, it is assumed that the elastic 
coordinates are small compared to the rigid body motion of the system. 

The equations of motion of the Bexible multibody systems are an extension of (24) 
and result in 

where the <, x <, matrix Md. represents the coupling between Bexible and rigid 
body motion and the e I x e I matrices !VIc and k c characterizes the small structural 
vibrations of the system. 

For a more detailed evaluation it requires a proper choice of the deformation modes 
characterized by the shape functions !II(e), see (31). An approach closely related to 
rigid body modeling uses the rigid-elastic superelement, Fig. 13, and was presented 
by Rauh [35J. 

eR, 

Figure 13: Rigid-elastic superelement for a Bexible beam 

The rigid·elastic superelement represents a piecewise constant shape function and 
the elastic properties result in discrete spring coefficients witb respect to the elastic 
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coordinates AQ, A{3" AfJ" A-y" A-y, and Au. The advantage of this approach is 
that standard rigid body codes like NEWEUL can be applied for the generation of 
the equations of motion. 

Another approach related to the finite element method uses standard finite elements, 
Fig. 14, and was presented by Bremer and Pfeiffer [36]. Melzer [37] and Sorge [38]. 
It turns out that most of the volume integrals summarized in (33) are time-invariant 

undeformed 

:?::::;::;:::::~~~~>~.~.~.~~,;.~r:eference configuralion reference 
frame .... - .. - .. ", .. - .......... .. 

~~~'~'~'::':'~=:=:'~~'::~'~~-, ..... -- . 
- . 

elastic body 

Figure 14: Finite element representation of an elastic body 

and may be precomputed, see Melzer 137J . This means that flexible multibody sy
stems with small elastic displacements can be analysed using symbolic computations. 
Compared to purely numerical computations by the standard finite element method, 
the symbolic computations are much more efficient. 

10. Optimization of multibody systems 

Optimization is considered as an integrated modeling and parameter evaluation pro-
cess for multi body systems. Computer aided generation of symbolic equations of 
motion and sensitivity analysis helps to cut down the time for designing such sy
stems. The method will be presented for vehicle suspension systems following Bestle, 
Eberhard and Schiehlen 139J 

Designing a mechanical system by computer aided engineering involves several steps: 
(i) modeling, (ii) choosing design variables , (iii) defining performance criteria and 
constraints, (iv) solving the optimization problem resulting in optimal values for the 
design variables. Finally, the optimal system has to be realized , and there may occur 
some economic constraints requiring a reformulation of the design problem . This may 
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cause changes in the model, in the choice of the design variahles, and in definitions 
of performance criteria., or it requires additional constraints. 

Multibody system models are well accepted for simulating the dynamic behavior of 
vehicle systems in a frequency domain less than 50Hz. For low frequency motions 
the carbody, the driver, and the axles can be considered as rigid bodies connected by 
ideal links and coupled by force elements like springs, dampers, and active elements, 
Fig. 15. 

Springs in a suspension system act on both the carhody and the axles. For linear 
springs the force proportional to the relative displacement reads as 

F, = CF(ZP - zQ) (34) 

where CF is the stiffness coefficient. The force of a linear damper is proportional to 
the relative velocity; 

(35) 

For improved modeling nonlinear characteristics like a cubic damper may be used, 
too: 

(36) 

For more effective damping of the carbody motions forces proportional to the absolute 
velocity of the earbody, i.e. 

(37) 

may be better suited than a relative damper (35). Such a device is called a skyhook 
damper which has to be realized by an active element. 

To some extent, the designer of a suspension system has a free choice of the values 
of the stiffness coefficients CF, damping coefficients dFI and control parameters dA,. 
Any of these parameters may be chosen as a design variable. But geometrical data 
like the height of the center of gravity of the carbody or the masses and moments 
of inertia of some of the bodies may be changed within given ranges, too. This will 
result in a different behavior due to cbanges in the inertia matrix and the generalized 
forces, respectively. 
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Figure 15: Vehicle modeled for plane motion 
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After summarizing all design variables in a h x 1 vector p, tbe equations of motion 
(24) have to be rewritten as 

M(1/,p);, = h(", 1/, t,p) , 

i/=" 
(38a) 

(38b) 

These equations are supplemented by initial conditions for the state coordinates 1/ 
and " at some given time to: 

1/0 := 1/(tO) : ~O(tO,l/o,p) = 0, 
0~0 

det 01/0 '" 0, 
(39) 

'0 ,,0:= ,,(to): ~ (to,l/o, ,,O , p) = 0, M/ 
det 0,,0 '" 0, 

where the Jacobians of ~o and ~o have to be regular for determining the initial state 
I/0 and ,,0 uniquely. 

The application of systematic metbods for searching optimal values of the design 
variables requires the definition of performance criteria. An important function of 
suspension systems is to improve tbe riding comfort by isolating the carbody from 
roadway unevenness. The comfort of a vehicle can be evaluated b)' tbe acceleration " 
acting on the driver. If the driving over a bump is considered as a test, accelerations 
may be penalized by the square of the time, too. An integral performance criterion 
can then be expressed by 

(40) 

Another important task of a suspension system is to provide safety which is related 
to the dynamic variation in the load between the wheels and the road. If the tire 
is coruidered as a linear spring, tbe load is proportional to the relative displacement 
between wbeel and road surface, Fig. 15. A performance function evaluating the 
safety of a vehicle is 

1,' "'s = (ZQ - zR)'dt . 
" 

(41) 

Carbody isolation results in very soft suspensions, but tbis will also yield large rela
tive motions between carbody and axles. For limiting the relative displacements, a 
criterion like 

( 42) 
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may be used where '0 is a predefined amplitude following from the vehicle design, 
whieh should not be exceeded to mueh. 

The final time t' in the criteria (40)-(42) may be defined by the user or given implicitly 
by some final state 11' = lI'(t'), ,,' = "'(t'): 

t' H'(t',l1',,,',p) = 0, 

. dH' 8H' (8H')T (aH')T H':= dt' = at' + all' ,,' + a,,' ;,' # 0 . (43) 

E.g., for the vehicle excited by a bump the final time has to be chosen sufficiently 
large to guarantee substantial decrease of vibrations. 

The problem as stated can be reduced to a nonlinear programming problem. If some 
value is a.signed to eaeh design variable, tbe state lI(t), ,,(t) is completely determined 
by tbe equations of motion (38) and initial conditions (39) . Furtber, the final time 
is given by equation (43). Tben, the criteria (40)-(42) are functions of the design 
variables only. In engineering problems, there are always some restrictions on the 
design variables. If tbere are only lower and upper bounds, tbe feasible design space 
i. given by 

(44) 

Minimizing each of tbe criteria (40)-(42) individually represents a nonlinear program
ming problem wbicb may be solved by any general purpose optimization algorithm. 
In general, tbe optimal points in the design space, i.e. 

Pc 

Ps 

Po 

,pi:: := ,pc(Pc) = min ,pc(p), 
PEP 

,ps := ,ps(Ps) = min "'s(p), 
PEP 

,p'D := ,po{Po) = min ,po(p), 
PEP 

(45) 

will be different from each other. A feasible design where all three criteria have 
simultaneously minimal values does not exist in general. E.g., high riding comfort 
requires a very soft suspension whereas low relative displacement between carbody 
and axles can only be achieved by a stiff suspension. Multicriteria optimization 
theory, see e.g. Osyczka (401 offers optimal designs in such conflicting situations, too. 
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An often used method is the weighted objectives method. Instead of the individual 
aiteria a. scalar weighted-sum criterion has to be minimized: 

tPc tP 5 tP D ,I, = wc- + WS- +WD- we + Ws + WD = 1. 
y tPc tPs tPi> ' (46) 

The numerical procedure for solving such problems is an iterative process starting 
from an user-defined design and finding a better one step by step. The application 
of such procedures for the optimization of vehicle systems is very time consuming. 
In each step the criterion (46) has to be evaluated which requires the numerical 
integration of the equations of motion . Therefore, rapidly converging optimization 
algorithms like the sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method is recommen· 
ded, see Fletcher [41) . 

Advanced optimization algorithms like SQP are based not only on function evaluati
ons but also on gradient information of the objective and constraint functions . Since 
the gradients cannot be computed analytically for engineering systems, some algo
rithms use the possibility of computing gradients by numerical differentiation, e.g. 
with the forward difference formula: 

(47) 

where Ap,e, is a small perturbation of the design variable p,. But applying difference 
formulas to the optimization of multi body systems will yield poor results due to 
the rather large error in eValuating 1/J by numerical integration. Therefore, it is 
advisable to use sensitivity a.nalysis methods for generating analytical information on 
the gradients. 

For the sensitivity analysis of integral type functions like equations (40)·(42) two 
methods have been developed as reported by Haug [42) : the direct differentiation 
method and the adjoint variable method. From a computational point of view the 
latter is preferable and will be discussed here. For a general criterion 

t' 
tP(P) = O'(t', 11', v', p) + 1. F(t,1I, v, v,p)dt 

t' 
(48) 

the gradient can be computed as 

\ltP = dtP 80' _ T,aB' _ (8~0)T (0 _ (8ipO)T 1/0 
dp 8p 8p ap 8p 

+1. t
' [8F _ (8(MV - h))T (v _ e)] dt 

t' 8p ap (49) 
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where the adjoint variables T" ~(t), /I(t), ((t), (,", flo have to be obtained from 
algebraic and differential equations, see Bestle and Eberhard (43]. The variable T' 
and the final values of ~(t') and /I(t') are given by 

T' 
(;, + F' 

- , 
H' 

~(t') 
8G' ,8H' 

(50) - 8,,' - T 8,,' ' 

M'/I(t') 8G' 8H' , - 8v' - T 8v' . 

The functions ~(t) and /I(t) have to be computed by numerical backward integration 
of the adjoint differential equations 

(51) 

. . (8h)T 8F M/I = -~-M/I- - (/I+()--8v 8v 

where the auxiliary variables ((t) have to be obtained simultaneously from the linear 
algebraic equations 

M(= aF 
8v (52) 

Finally, flO and ,0 are available successively from the linear algebraic equations 

( 'O )T ~:o flO = MO/l(to), (a~O)T (M/)T a"o (," = ~(tO) - ayo flo. (53) 

Further studies have shown the adjoint variable method to be suitable for symbolic 
computations, too. In particular, the partial derivatives with respect to the design 
variables and the state variables are computed automatically by the programmable 
formula manipulation package MAPLE (44]. The resulting equations of motion and 
the adjoint differential equations are then solved by numerical integration. Because 
of the complexity of these equations and the dependence of the adjoint equations 
on state variables it is advantageous to use multistep integration algorithms and a 
corresponding interpolation scheme, as shown by Bestle and Eberhard (43] . 
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The planar model of a vehicle, Fig. 15, consists of 4 rigid bodies. The 6 x 1 vector 
11 summarizing the generalized coordinates reads as 

11 = [y, z, Q, q" W, zsJT 
. (54) 

The dynamic behavior will be described by a set of twelve first order differential 
equations of motion. The vehicle is assumed to drive with a constant velocity of 
20m!. over a sinusoidal bump of height O.lm and length 3m, often found in residential 
areas as "sleeping policemen". The vehicle suspension is modeled by force elements 
(34)-(37) in parallel configuration. H the control parameter dA is zero, the suspension 
is called passive, otherwise it is active. The dampers may be linear (34) or have a 
progressive characteristic (35). 

In the following, the damping and stiffness coefficients of the front and rear suspen
sion, i.e. dF , dR. eFt CR, the height of the center of gravity h31 and in case of active 
suspensions the control parameter dA are chosen as design variables. They can be 
summarized in the 6 x 1 vector of design variables 

(55) 

Optimization of the vehicle has been performed uSing criterion (46) with different 
sets of weighting factors w" w" Wd. Fig.16 shows the vertical acceleration of the 
driver for the initial and the optimized design with respect to criterion (40) using the 
planar car model with progressive dampers. 

For both active and passive suspensions optimization leads to an improved riding 
comfort. In particular, the active suspension reduces the maximum acceleration as 
well as long term vibrations. 

Fig. 17 shows the riding comfort of an optimized design using criteria (40)-(42) one 
after the other and linear dampers. Considering the relative displacement leads to 
high maximal accelerations while optimization of the riding safety yields low but 
poorly damped accelerations. The analysis of conflicting optimization criteria shows 
that the improvement of one criterion worsens the other criteria. Thus, only a multi
criteria approach will give an engineering trade-off, Fig. 18. E.g., if a weighted-sum 
criterion is used instead of the comfort criterion (40) only, the improvement in riding 
comfort is not as high as in Fig. 18. However, the final result shows a strong impro
vement of the riding comfort compared to the initial situation without much pay-off 
in riding safety or relative displacement. It will be a matter of engineering intuition 
to make a good choice on the weighting coefficients wC , w" Wet. 
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11. Conclusion 

1 

In this paper an integrated modeling, simulation, visualization, and optimization of 
multibody system dynamics is introduced. A unified general data model including 
the graphic description is presented. To support the preceding CAD-3D-modeling 
stage, a unified spatial graphic representation for multi body elements is designed. 
Object-oriented classes and operations are then implemented in a system independent 
multibody modeling kemellibrary and integrated in a commercial CAD-3D system. 
From the multi body model data base, an integrated Newton-Euler formalism gene
rates a set of symbolical ordinary differential equations, which are solved by explicit 
multistep integration algorithms. Thereby, a minimal set of generalized coordinates 
is specified during numerical integration without restart of the integration algorithm, 
using the projection method within the coordinate partitioning approach. The visua· 
lization of the crank slider mechanism demonstrates that this integrated approach fits 
the criteria of a modular, automated design and simulation environment. It is shown 
that symbolic computations are also very efficient in the dynamical analysis of flexi-
ble multi body systems. Further, the optimization of design parameters is introduced 
and the adjoint variable method is presented. For the gradient computation a com-
bination of NEWEUL and MAPLE generated symbolical equations of motion and 
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of adjoint variables. The multicriteria optimization overcomes the conflicts typical 
for engineering problems. As an example the optimization of a. vehicle's suspension 
system is presented. 
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